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Abstract

Cerebral palsy (CP) is associated with movement disorders and reduced muscle size. This

latter phenomenon has been observed by computing muscle volumes from conventional

MRI, with most studies reporting significantly reduced volumes in leg muscles. This indi-

cates impaired muscle growth, but without knowing muscle fiber orientation, it is not clear

whether muscle growth in CP is impaired in the along-fiber direction (indicating shortened

muscles and limited range of motion) or the cross-fiber direction (indicating weak muscles

and impaired strength). Using Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) we can determine muscle

fiber orientation and construct 3D muscle architectures which can be used to examine both

along-fiber length and cross-sectional area. Such an approach has not been undertaken in

CP. Here, we use advanced DTI sequences with fast imaging times to capture fiber orienta-

tions in the soleus muscle of children with CP and age-matched, able-bodied controls.

Cross sectional areas perpendicular to the muscle fiber direction were reduced (37 ± 11%)

in children with CP compared to controls, indicating impaired muscle strength. Along-fiber

muscle lengths were not different between groups. This study is the first to demonstrate

along-fiber and cross-fiber muscle architecture in CP using DTI and implicates impaired

cross-sectional muscle growth in children with cerebral palsy.

Introduction

Cerebral Palsy (CP) is one of the most common movement disorders in children. It is a dis-

abling neuromusculoskeletal condition associated with a non-progressive neurological lesion

in the brain caused before or during birth or up to two years after birth[1]. Individuals with

CP have impaired movements and hypertonia, which can limit both physical activity and

social participation[2,3]. Although the neural lesion is non-progressive[4], the biomechanical

impairments in CP are progressive, becoming worse as the child grows and ages[5]. Since the

progression of CP appears to be musculoskeletal and not neural, this disorder may be greatly

illuminated with further investigations into musculoskeletal development in CP.
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Previous studies[4,6–11] have reported wide-spread volume deficits of the lower extremity

muscles in children with CP when compared to age-matched typically developing (TD) con-

trols. Among these observations, the soleus muscle seems to be especially affected by reduced

muscle volume[6]. The soleus is the largest muscle of the triceps surae and plays an essential

role in standing and walking[12,13]. Additionally, the soleus appears to act eccentrically dur-

ing mid-stance to modulate tibial progression; a muscular impairment of the soleus may thus

contribute to the excessive knee flexion observed during crouch gait[14]. Alterations in soleus

function will thus have profound implications for gait. While muscle volume deficits can be

determined relatively easily from medical imaging, these measurements do not indicate

whether the muscle is short in the along-fiber direction or small in the cross-fiber direction.

Knowledge of muscle fiber orientation can help to understand the nature of reduced volumes

in CP. Functionally, muscle area in the cross-fiber direction is related to the muscle’s force

generating capacity[15,16]. Length of the muscle in the along-fiber direction—fascicle length—

is related to the range of motion and contraction velocity of a muscle. To estimate muscle cross-

sectional area and fascicle length from medical imaging, we can use specific imaging techniques

such as Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) and apply tractography post-processing algorithms.

With such knowledge, muscle architecture characteristics such as pennation angle, fascicle

length, and cross-section can be calculated to help provide information about functional

impairments at the muscle level in children with CP. This information may inform orthopaedic

surgeries such as tendon lengthenings, which specifically target a muscle-tendon unit and can

be tailored or ruled out with knowledge of the length and cross-sectional area of the muscle

being targeted.

One in vivo technique for acquiring muscle fiber data is DTI which is a Magnetic Reso-

nance Imaging (MRI) sequence that encodes diffusion to evaluate directions of fluid motion

within tissues[17,18]. Since water diffuses preferentially along fibers rather than across them in

skeletal muscle, DTI can be used to reconstruct and analyze skeletal muscle fiber tracts[19–

23], which can then be used to calculate muscle architecture. The long imaging times of DTI

have prevented its use in CP populations in the past, since it is essential that patients remain

still for the length of the scanning. Advancements in DTI have made it possible to acquire

images quickly, opening up the possibility to use this technology in CP patients.

The purpose of this study was to investigate and compare the muscle fiber architecture of

the soleus muscles in children with and without CP, focusing on the along-fiber length, cross-

fiber area, and pennation angle. By beginning with a foundational understanding of the muscle

architecture in CP and how it differs from TD muscle architecture, the muscular contribution

to impaired biomechanics in CP can be illuminated. With muscle fiber architecture, predic-

tions about functional impairments such as reduced strength, fatigue, and impaired gait of

children with CP can be more reliable and rehabilitation therapies can be evaluated in terms of

muscle architecture.

Materials and methods

Participant characteristics and imaging

Images were collected from 9 volunteers with CP, ranging from level I to III in the Gross

Motor Function Classification System[24,25] (GMFCS) with the following characteristics:.

[mean ± SD (range)]: age: 11.1 ± 2.0 (8–13) years, height: 145.1 ± 10.8 (125.0–154.0) cm, body

mass: 37.7 ± 10.3 (22.0–51) kg, body mass index: 17.6 ± 2.9 (14.1–21.5) kg/m2. Five partici-

pants presented with spastic diplegia, one with spastic hemiplegia, and 3 with non-spastic

hemiplegia. Participant characteristics are provided in Table 1. Inclusion criteria included the

ability to safely undergo MRI and remain motionless in the MRI scanner for the duration of
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the imaging time. Nine age- and gender-matched typically developed (TD) participants were

recruited for comparison as a control group, with the following characteristics: [mean ± SD

(range)]: age: 11.1 ± 2.0 (8–13) years, height: 150.6 ± 11.8 (134.0–164.0) cm, body mass:

39.6 ± 8.2 (27.0–51.0) kg, body mass index: 17.3 ± 1.5 (15.0–20.2) kg/m2. The study protocol

was approved by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee. Parents/

guardians of participants provided informed consent prior to study participation and all par-

ticipants assented to the study.

Imaging data were collected from knee to ankle. The scanning was conducted on a 3.0T Sie-

mens Skyra Scanner (Erlangen, Germany) using a high-resolution 3D T1 VIBE Dixon

sequence with the following parameters: TE/TR: 5.22 ms/ 10.4 ms; FOV: 128mm x 228mm x

384mm [R-L, A-P, S-I]; spatial resolution: 0.8 mm × 0.8 mm × 0.8 mm; imaging time: 5min.

After the Dixon scan, we immediately scanned using an echo planar imaging sequence with

the following parameters: TE/TR/α: 74.0 ms/ 4400 ms; b-value: 500 mm/s2; FOV: 200mm x

200mm in-plane; axial slice thickness: 5 mm; in-plane spatial resolution: 1.64 mm × 1.64 mm;

two stacks of 35 images; imaging time: 6min. The total scan time for our protocol was just

under 20 minutes for the T1 scan and the two DTI scans. The subjects were scanned in feet

first supine position with 10˚ of knee flexion. The subjects’ ankles were positioned in a

neutral orientation using a foam block and pneumatic bean bag. An accessory flex coil

and the body coil were used. DTI image stacks were merged with a custom code written in

Matlab R2016a (Natick, Massachusetts, USA). Post-processing was conducted using DSI Stu-

dio[26].

Image processing

To increase image signal, T1 images were resampled from a slice thickness of 0.8mm to 4mm

using Matlab (R2016a). We segmented three characteristic regions of the soleus muscle consis-

tent with regions identified from anatomical studies[27,28] (Fig 1). Segmentation was con-

ducted on T1 images in the axial plane using ITK Snap[29] (V 3.4.0). T1-weighted images

were spatially registered to the DT image space and the segmented muscle regions were

exported as binary masks for DTI post processing. Fiber tracking was conducted by importing

the transformed binary mask into the DSI studio software, and using the fiber tracking algo-

rithm[30] for single-thread DTI implementation with the following parameters: angular

threshold: 40˚, fractional anisotropy (FA): 0.1 < FA< 0.5 (mean 0.31), mean diffisivity (MD):

1�10-3mm2/s < MD< 2�10-3mm2/s (mean 1.51�10-3mm2/s), minimum tract length: 20mm,

maximum tract length: 200mm. After this process, DTI tracts were visually inspected to con-

firm that they originated and terminated near aponeurosis locations. On average, 3900 tracts

were extracted per subject. Muscle fascicle lengths were then taken as the DTI tract length.

Table 1. Characteristics for all CP subjects.

CP 1 CP 2 CP 3 CP 4 CP 5 CP 6 CP 7 CP 8 CP 9

Age (years) 13 11 12 13 12 8 9 8 8

Gender (M/F) M F F M M M M F F

Height (m) 1.50 1.48 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.25 1.36 1.14 1.17

Weight (kg) 37 31 49 41 51 22 33 17 20

BMI (kg/m2) 16.4 14.2 20.7 16.6 19.9 14.1 17.8 13.1 14.6

Spasticity? Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Hemi/Diplegic Di Hemi Hemi Di Di Hemi Hemi Di Di

GMFCS II I II III III II I II II

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205944.t001
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Muscle cross-sections

PCSA is defined as the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the fiber direction at optimal fiber

length[31,32]. In this non-invasive study we were unable to determine sarcomere lengths and

PCSA could thus not be computed according to the canonical definition. However, to capture

muscle size in the cross-fiber direction, we define CSAfib, a modified CSA according to Eq 1,

which is the cross-section of the muscle perpendicular to the fiber directions at the neutral

joint angle at which participants were imaged. This parameter differs from PCSA in that it

may not represent the cross-section when muscles were at optimal length but differs from CSA

in that CSAfib is the area specifically perpendicular to the fiber direction. For each soleus we

Characteris�c Regions of Soleus

Fiber Tracts within Regions

posterior

anterior
marginal

Fig 1. 3D reconstructions of segmented MRI images illustrate the 3 characteristic regions of the soleus muscle—

posterior (orange), anterior (blue) and marginal (green). Fiber tracts reconstructed from DTI within those masks

represent unique fiber regions within the muscle.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205944.g001
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calculated CSAfib using:

CSAfib ¼
muscle volume
fascicle length

ð1Þ

where muscle volume is the volume of the soleus acquired from image post-processing in units of

cm2 and fascicle length is the median length of fibers obtained from DTI post-processing in cm.

Pennation angle

The conventional definition of pennation angle is the 2D-angle between the muscle fiber and

the line of action of the muscle[33,34]. The 2D nature of this definition makes it difficult to

apply to complex three dimensional data. Another definition describing 3D angles has been

offered in the past[27,35]. Consistent with these, pennation angles were calculated as the angle

between the tangent vector of the fiber bundle and the norm vector of the muscle surface at

the insertion point of the bundle. Since each region of the muscle consists of multiple differ-

ently arranged fiber bundles, one characteristic fiber bundle was extracted for each region and

the pennation angle was computed for this fiber bundle for the region from which it was

extracted. To have a reasonable comparison of angles, bundles were inspected to ensure con-

sistency of location across subjects.

Normalization and scaling of variables

To reduce the effects of body height and mass on differences in muscle size and architecture,

we normalized and scaled computed parameters according to the following equations. Muscle

volume was scaled to body size based on findings from a previous study[36]:

volumescaled ¼
muscle volume
height �mass

ð2Þ

where muscle volume is the volume of the soleus acquired from image processing in units of

cm2, height-mass is the product of subject height in cm and body mass in kg.

CSAfib was scaled to mass:

CSAfib;scaled ¼
CSAfib

mass
ð3Þ

where CSAfib,scaled is in cm2/kg, CSAfib is the cross-sectional area of the soleus perpendicular to

the fiber direction in cm2 and mass is the subject’s body mass in kg.

Muscle length and fascicle lengths were normalized by height as follows:

muscle lengthnorm ¼
muscle length

height
ð4Þ

fascicle lengthnorm ¼
fascicle length

height
ð5Þ

where muscle length is the superior-inferior length of the muscle in cm, fascicle length is the tract

length obtained from DTI post-processing in cm and height is the subject’s body height in cm.

Statistics

Since normalized parameters were being compared between groups, nonparametric statistical

tests were necessary. For all tests of significance, the Wilcoxon ranksum test was used.

Soleus muscle weakness in CP
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Results

Muscle volumes and muscle lengths

Muscle volumes differed significantly between the CP and the TD group (Fig 2A). Absolute

muscle volumes were 42.6% smaller in the CP group (p = 0.004). Body size and mass scaled

volumes were 35.2% smaller on average for CP subjects (p = 0.002). Differences in muscle

length (Fig 2B) did not reach significance for either absolute or normalized lengths: absolute

length difference 8.5% (p = 0.131), normalized length difference 6.0% (p = 0.340).

We observed differences in the shape of the soleus muscle between the CP and TD group

and within the CP group. Overall, the fiber models show that CP group has smaller muscles.

Also, the subjects with CP show a less dense ‘packing’ of muscle fibers in their muscles than

the subjects of the TD group, suggestive of a larger fraction of intramuscular connective tissue.

CP muscles were longer and thinner compared to their TD counterparts.

The CP cohort presented smaller volumes than the TD cohort for each of the three func-

tional regions of the soleus. The marginal region was the most reduced region and was 56.5%

smaller in the CP group (p = 0.001), the anterior region was 46.1% smaller in the CP group

(p = 0.004), and the posterior region was 35.5% smaller in the CP group (p = 0.019).

Fascicle lengths and CSAfib

A comparison of the median fascicle lengths between the CP and TD groups revealed no sig-

nificant differences in normalized fascicle length between the cohorts (Fig 3). Absolute fascicle

lengths were not significantly different in any compartment between the groups.

We observed heterogeneities in fascicle lengths within both cohorts (Fig 3). For instance,

both the longest and the shortest normalized median fascicle length could be found within the

TD group (longest 34mm with a height of 1.34m; shortest 24.5mm with a height of 1.36m).

Thus, within group heterogeneity was apparent and was also consistent with literature reports

a.   scaled muscle volume

CP TD

4.5

3.0

1.5

0

cm3

m kg

b.   normalized muscle length

% of
height

20

10

CP TD
0

p = 0.340

p = 0.002

Fig 2. A) Scaled muscle volumes are significantly reduced in the CP cohort. B) Normalized muscle length is longer in the TD population but this difference does

not reach significance.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205944.g002
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of fascicle length heterogeneity (see Discussion). Additionally, we found a large range of fasci-

cle lengths within each subject and muscle compartment. The average standard deviation of

fascicle length within a single subject was 7.2mm for the anterior compartment, 6.7mm for the

marginal compartment, and 6.3mm for the posterior compartment. While variability was evi-

dent within subjects, we did not find any significant differences in fascicle lengths between the

CP and TD group.

CSAfib was significantly reduced among the CP cohort: mean deficits of 40.9% in CSAfib

(p = 0.014) (Fig 4). Mass scaled CSAfib (CSAfib,scaled) was reduced by 36.1% in CP subjects

(p = 0.001). We found no significant differences in CSAfib or CSAfib,scaled between GMFCS lev-

els of the CP cohort. There was a significant correlation between age and CSAfib for the TD

cohort (R2 = 0.923, p< 0.0001) but no significant correlation in the CP group. Correlations

between age and CSAfib,scaled were not significant for either group. A direct comparison

between each age- and gender-matched subject’s CSAfib revealed a smaller CSAfib than their

TD counterpart.

Pennation angle

Pennation angle describes how the muscle fibers are arranged and influences muscle function.

In this study, we found no significant differences in pennation angle and thus fiber arrange-

ment between the CP and TD cohorts for any of the compartments of the soleus. Computed

angles for the selected characteristic fiber bundles varied widely between compartments and

also within them (Fig 5). The angular range in the whole muscle ranged from 8.03˚ to 86.9˚.

Even within regions ranges were large. In the marginal compartment the pennation angles

normalized fascicle length
30

20

10

CP TD CP TD CP TD
0

marginalregion: anterior posterior

% of
height

Fig 3. Normalized fascicle lengths in the three regions of the soleus show heterogeneities within and between

groups but are not significantly different between CP and TD cohorts.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205944.g003
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were significantly larger than angles in the anterior and posterior compartments (p = 0.001).

Pennation angles were not significantly different between the anterior and posterior

compartments.

Discussion

Deficits in muscle volume in CP have been previously observed and reported by many differ-

ent groups[4,6,8,10,37,38]. In the present study, we also observed significantly reduced muscle

volumes. This was true for both absolute and body-size scaled muscle volumes. Deficits in

muscle length and fascicle length in CP were not observed. Deficits in cross-fiber areas (CSA-

fib) in this study were large in the CP group and consistent with literature findings for other

lower limb muscles[11,39]. Our results suggest that volume deficits observed in CP are largely

related to deficits in cross-section and may indicate impaired strength capacity in CP.

From a geometrical perspective, muscle volume deficits may be related to deficits in fascicle

length, PCSA, or both. Functionally, deficits in fascicle lengths may be related to contractures,

reduced range of motion, or contraction velocity while deficits in cross-section suggest

reduced strength capacities. The findings of the present study suggest that volume deficits in

CP are more associated with cross-sectional deficits and implicate decreased strength capaci-

ties. Previously reported results on this question are somewhat varied: Handsfield et al.[6] did

not determine fascicle lengths but reported reduced muscle lengths of 7.5% in the soleus in

CP. Using ultrasound, Shortland et al.[40] and Barber et al.[11] found no fascicle length

scaled CSAfib

CP TD

0.15

0.20

0.05

0.10

0

0.25

cm2

kg

p = 0.001

Fig 4. Scaled cross-fiber areas (CSAfib,scaled) are significantly reduced in the CP cohort, indicating a reduced

maximum force and functional weakness for this muscle. Here, CSAfib was scaled by the body mass of each subject.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205944.g004
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differences in the medial gastrocnemius between CP and TD children. Moreau et al.[41] found

reduced fascicle lengths in the rectus femoris, but not the vastus lateralis, in CP. Differences

between studies may reflect differences in the muscles analyzed and differences between

cohorts or may result from methodological differences[19]. The results found here, that fasci-

cle lengths are not significantly different between CP and TD groups, are consistent with previ-

ous ultrasound studies of this muscle[42] and with previous reports for other muscles in CP

[11,15,40,43]. While DTI has been used in human skeletal muscle with some regularity

[19,20,22,23], the applications of DTI to pediatric skeletal muscle are fewer (e.g. 44). The prin-

ciples of DTI and tractography nevertheless apply to pediatric populations, the main concern

being a reduction in signal-to-noise ratio due to movement in the scanner[44], which was

minimal in this study due to the short scan times and pneumatic bean bag to hold the limb in

position.

It should be noted that sarcomere lengths were unknown in this study. Sarcomere lengths

represent a measure of length dependent force generation and passive stiffness and are used to

calculate optimal fascicle length[15,45]. Acquisition of sarcomere lengths in vivo requires the

use of laser diffractometry[42,46] or microendoscopy[47–49], which we did not have access to

in this study. In studies using laser diffraction in adolescents with CP, Smith et al.[46] and

Mathewson et al. [42] found sarcomere lengths to be about 17–22% longer in spastic ham-

strings (gracilis and semitendinosus) muscles and up to 88% longer in the soleus of individuals

with equinus contractures undergoing tendon lengthening surgery. A sarcomere length

increase of 20% implies a 20% reduction in observed CSAfib at the time of data acquisition. In

our study we observed scaled CSAfib deficits of 36%. In light of the potential differences in sar-

comere lengths between CP and TD groups, it is possible that CP muscle fibers in our popula-

tion may have fewer sarcomeres in series that are ‘stretched out’ to resemble the normal-length

fibers in the TD population[15,46]. The effect of overstretched sarcomeres, e.g. in CP, would

penna�on angles

90

60

30

CP TD CP TD CP TD
0

marginalregion: anterior posterior
Fig 5. Pennation angles for all subjects in each compartment (marginal, posterior, anterior) show subject-specific

results and large angle ranges also within the groups, but no significant differences between the groups.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205944.g005
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be greater passive resistive force within the muscle and reduced ability to generate voluntary

active force[42]. Although we did not examine sarcomere lengths in this study, when consid-

ered in the context of other studies on CP muscle architecture, it is possible that CP sarcomere

lengths are longer than TD, optimal fascicle lengths are shorter than TD, and PCSAs are

reduced compared to TD. These results should be interpreted with caution, however, as the

manifestation of CP is subject-specific and muscle-specific and there appear to be methodolog-

ical differences in the results of in vivo sarcomere lengths acquired using laser diffraction vs

microendoscopy[42,49] Future studies that assess muscle volumes, fascicle lengths, and sarco-

mere lengths are warranted.

In this study, we found no differences in pennation angle and fiber orientation between CP

and TD cohorts. Similar to previous authors, we found variations of pennation angle within

the soleus muscle and divided the soleus into functional compartments to help account for

some of these variations. In a dissection study, Agur et al.(25) divided the soleus into more

than 40 smaller compartments and found considerable angle ranges between compartments,

similar to our findings. The orientations Hodgson et al. (26) found in the soleus in a cine

PC-MRI study are also similar to our findings (see Fig 6). Hodgson et al. did not have as much

information on fiber direction variability since they used velocity encoded MRI to track net tis-

sue motion, rather than fiber directions particularly. These works have illustrated that the

soleus has a complex organization comprising three aponeuroses and regions of muscle fibers

with varying 3D orientations within and between regions. Fig 6 illustrates a representation of

the principal fiber directions projected into the sagittal plane. Fibers are orientated in opposing

directions, descending and ascending, on both sides of the anterior aponeurosis. Pennation

angle is often regarded as the 2D angle describing the orientation of fibers with respect to the

tendon. While useful for certain applications, the 2D definition is a projection into some plane

and does not fully account for the complex organization of fibers in 3D space. When consider-

ing the full 3D orientations of fibers within the muscle, decomposition into a single 2D angle

necessarily discards information. Previous authors who used DTI have computed pennation

angle as the minimum angle between an inserting fiber and the plane of the aponeurosis into

which it inserts, which is the definition we used in this study. This definition does not assume

a singular plane of projection and is simple to compute; however it should be noted that this

definition does not describe the azimuthal angular direction off of the aponeurosis in which

the fiber is directed. For muscles with complex organizations such as the soleus, consideration

should be made in interpreting pennation angles. More broadly, analysis of muscle function in

terms of full 3D orientation of fibers may benefit from tools such as a finite element analysis

which can account for complex 3D orientations [50,51].

The peak isometric force that a muscle is able to generate is directly related to the PCSA

and the specific tension, σ, which is a measure of the force produced per unit area of skeletal

muscle. This parameter has been estimated to be between 0.1 and 1.5 MPa[52,53] and is

thought to vary somewhat between muscles and between individuals based on fiber type distri-

bution and other factors. While specific tension may then be subject-specific, it is thought to

be similar or reduced in subjects with CP compared to TD subjects. Taken together, a reduced

PCSA in CP is representative of a direct reduction in peak isometric force. For the present

study, isometric strength capacities in our CP cohort are expected to be reduced by an amount

related to reported deficits in CSAfib, but may be greater for subjects whose effective specific

tension is also reduced.

There are several limitations to this study that bear consideration in addition to those dis-

cussed above. In this study, we imaged 9 individuals with cerebral palsy and 9 typically devel-

oping controls. This sample size is reasonable for an imaging study where data acquisition is

expensive and time consuming; however, a larger population for this study would have
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Fig 6. Complex soleus muscle architecture displayed from in vivo DTI data, mid-sagittal slice shown. The soleus

muscle has three different aponeuroses where fibers originate and insert—the anterior aponeurosis, the median

septum, and the posterior aponeurosis. Muscle fibers are oriented in opposite directions on either side of the anterior

aponeurosis, creating an inverted “v” appearance.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205944.g006
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conferred greater confidence in our results. As a technique, DTI does not specifically image

muscle fibers—rather it is a technique for quantifying diffusion directions of water molecules

in the tissue. By filtering the DTI data and implementing tractography algorithms that con-

sider alignment of fibers and overall diffusion directions, muscle fiber tract directions can be

reconstructed from DTI. While DTI and correct use of tractography algorithms has been

shown to be robust and repeatable in determining muscle fiber directions[21–23,54], the

nature of the method requires that users should not view each tract as a de facto muscle fiber.

Rather the ensemble of tracts represents overall fiber directionality. Given the nature of cere-

bral palsy, we were unable to guarantee that the muscles of the CP individuals were fully

relaxed at time of scan. While none of the subjects were voluntarily contracting their muscles

and all of the subjects were in the same ankle and knee angle position with a pneumatic

bean bag holding their leg position firmly, spasticity among CP individuals could have caused

latent contraction within the muscle even at the same joint angles as the TD counterparts.

Future studies using ultrasound, EMG, and microendoscopy may probe this question more

fully.

We divided the muscle into three compartments—posterior, anterior, and marginal—to be

consistent with literature that investigated the soleus muscle[27,55]. Considering the recon-

structed fiber architectures using DTI, it seems possible that it bears defining other compart-

ments as well. The large standard deviations even in small compartments of the soleus also

implicate the diversity and complexity even within small spatial regions within the muscle.

The large standard deviations we observed are consistent with literature reports where the

muscle was divided into 32 compartments and carefully dissected[28]. In these studies, the

authors reported large standard deviations within compartments even despite the large num-

ber of compartments defined. These results notwithstanding, inspection of fiber directions

from DTI in the soleus muscle for our set of subjects reveals that the major fiber orientations

appear to be well-described by categorization into the anterior, posterior, and marginal com-

partments. Further analysis of or definition of alternative compartments may lead to a deeper

understanding of this muscle and its function.

In this study, we used DTI and conventional MRI to determine muscle volumes, lengths,

and fiber orientations in a CP and a TD population. We compared fascicle lengths and com-

puted CSAfib in the two groups, finding reduced volume and CSAfib in CP. Though we did not

compute sarcomere lengths in this study, the magnitude of CSAfib deficits suggest that strength

capacity is likely limited in CP due to cross-sectional muscle architecture. Future studies that

assess in vivo sarcomere lengths would be a welcome addition as they will determine the mag-

nitude of sarcomere over-stretching at neutral joint angles in CP. Given the complex architec-

ture of the soleus muscle, other tools may prove useful to understanding muscle architecture

and its associated function in both cerebral palsy and typically developed populations.

Mechanical simulations, for instance, may prove useful to understand how differences in mus-

cle architecture and structure lead to altered function and mechanical behavior[50,51]. An

improved understanding of how muscles in CP function may motivate new therapies and help

to predict their outcomes. The results of this study implicate muscle strengthening therapies as

a potentially effective treatment regime. Physiotherapy, targeted strengthening, and habilita-

tion therapies of muscles in CP may be very beneficial for children and adolescents with CP to

strengthen their muscles, improve their muscle function, and improve their quality of life.
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